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The security situation in Bogotá has improved significantly over the last years, which is 

reflected in indicators that allow comparisons with Bogota’s past and other cities in 

Colombia and Latin America. There is no doubt that the main reason for these positive 

developments is a series of crime prevention policies. Over the last twenty years, such 

initiatives have been taken undertaken by city mayors who have occupied this high office 

with political plans that differ from the traditional two-party approach. 

 

A number of factors have made this possible: major advances in modernising the Estado 

Distrital, the district administrations, the process of decentralisation undertaken by the city, 

and certain mayors who connected more with citizens and liberated themselves from party 

discipline and projects. This led to a form of citizen security which was clearly different 

from the so-called national security, and which, under the Uribe administrations, was called 

democratic security. Security was no longer an instrument of the so-called public order, but 

became a civil right. 

 

The starting point for this process was the promulgation of the current Political Constitution 

in 1991. This new Social Pact included national forces that had previously been invisible or 

unknown to the old establishment, such as insurgent groups who laid down their weapons, 

and social, political, religious and ethnic groups which had hitherto been relegated, 

marginalised or outlawed. This opened the way to more democratic and decentralised 

approaches and posed the challenge of constructing a country which accepts its regional 

diversity and can settle its differences peacefully. 

 

Bogotá almost immediately took up the new constitutional mandate. Therefore, this 

historical review should not fail to mention the mayoralty of Jaime Castro (1992-1994). It 

was during his administration that the new Constitution started to become a reality. In 

1993, Decree 1421 on the Bogotá Organic Statute was issued, signed by the then President 

of the Republic, Cesar Gaviria. Article 35 of this Decree states that “The Mayor shall, in 

accordance with the law and the Police Code of the District, issue regulations, give orders, 

adopt measures and use police resources to guarantee citizen security and the protection of 

public rights and freedoms”. 

 

This is the context in which a citizen security founded on two principal pillars began to 

emerge. On the one hand, there was ‘control’, based on adequate use of police forces under 

the direction of the Mayor and local leaders, combined with the ability of the state 

apparatus to quickly and effectively bring offences to the courts. The underlying 

assumption is that the abuse of public forces and the prevalence of impunity encourages 

criminal behaviour. On the other hand, there was ‘prevention’. This pillar consists of 



agreements between institutions and communities which aim to reduce the opportunities 

and conditions that enable or encourage the commission of high-impact crimes, such as 

violent deaths (homicides, road-traffic fatalities, suicides and accidental deaths), personal 

injuries (resulting from fights or traffic accidents) or various kinds of theft (from people, 

homes, businesses and of vehicles and motorcycles). 

 

Prevention became the focus of the process establishing citizen security in Bogotá. Each 

subsequent mayor had his own particular emphasis which characterised and distinguished 

his administration. Yet there were also continuities which resulted in a cumulative effect. 

The motto of “building on what has already been built” was applied to the issue of security 

until an integral form of prevention emerged, in which local circumstances, social aspects 

and institutions worked harmoniously together to form an effective and efficient form of 

citizen security. 

 

Thus, security in Colombia’s capital was sustained by police control and the persecution of 

crimes, and  by working on three closely-related concepts: a) citizens and communities 

affected by civic security, b) the role of local environments in security conditions, and c) 

institutions at the service of the citizen, whose effectiveness and application characterise 

the development and perception of security in a particular region. 

 

Through this process, Bogotá has developed a policy for citizen security with permanent 

positive outcomes. These successes are shown by a number of indicators, with the most 

important one being a reduction in the homicide rate. The results are better than in other 

Colombian cities and the national average. Whereas in 1995 the homicide rate in Bogotá 

was 60 out of every 100 000 inhabitants
1
, by 2000 it had fallen to 36

2
, in 2005 it was 24.3

3
, 

in 2010 at 23.7
4
. In 2012 it reached its lowest level in 20 years: 16.1 homicides for every 

100 000 inhabitants
5
. 

 

This drive for security is connected with an improvement in intra-community relations in 

neighbouring districts. A simple example is provided by indicators of perceived tensions in 

a metropolis with serious mobility problems. These are due to, inter alia, unplanned urban 

sprawl and a large population growth originating in waves of migration, many of them 

associated with violence and forced displacements. According to the Two-Yearly Culture 

Survey, for example, the incidence of disruptive noise in neighbourhoods fell from 46.80 to 

40.39% between 2009 and 2011; inappropriate disposal of garbage decreased from 49.04 to 

39.95%; parking problems fell from 43.83% to 35.06%, and there was a very significant 
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drop by 13% in the reported number of fights in these areas; in 2009 public awareness of 

this issue stood at 33.81%, whereas in 2011 it had fallen to 20.60%. 

 

As shown above, these results are not the achievement of one single administration. They 

were made possible by different governments through their concerted and ongoing efforts 

to prevent criminal acts and conflict, including by accumulating and acknowledging 

different experiences and continually devising initiatives and actions which allowed a 

policy of civil security to develop and to mature. 

 

One major contribution to this process was made by Mayor Antanas Mockus during two 

administrations, called “Creating a City (1998-2000)” and “Bogotá: we are all on the same 

side (2001-2003)”, respectively. His focus on citizen behaviour, and his theory of the need 

to harmonise three aspects of civic conduct (the law, morality and practice) was crucial to 

the development of security and coexistence. Mockus aimed to change some of citizen’s 

habits and customs, postulating that citizens can and should become the benchmark for 

other citizens. He worked through a number of symbolic, cultural and artistic media and 

considered respect for life a fundamental element of his policy. Through various methods 

of persuasion and information, a number of policies and practices were developed, 

including good management of pedestrian crossings, a ban on gunpowder, the ‘carrot’ law 

which regulates the closing times of places of entertainment and the sale of alcohol, anti-

violence days, the ‘sacred life’ program aimed at gun control, and other actions intended to 

reduce violent death in the city, to improve coexistence and to conserve water. In his 

second term, Mockus placed greater emphasis, from a citizen’s perspective, on respect for 

the law, people and the public. Of high importance was the  Agreement 79 (issued 2003) or 

the Bogotá Police Code which, without doubt, is a careful statement of the fundamental 

principles of coexistence in the city. 

 

The administration “For the Bogotá we love (1998-2000)” of Mayor Enrique Peñalosa 

struck a balance between control and prevention, and strengthened the police and security 

agencies, among other things. Based on the concept “citizens of all social levels meet as 

equals in parks, on pavements, on public transport systems and in cultural activities”, it 

made a concerted effort to improve public areas and urban facilities. In order to enhance 

security and coexistence, it drew heavily on the “Broken Window Theory”, developed by 

Harvard academics and applied by Rudy Giuliani, the former mayor of New York. This 

theory holds that, if someone breaks a window in a building and it is not repaired, this will 

lead to a process of decline, with other windows being broken, and rubbish starting to 

accumulate. Due to the resulting chain effect, the place will end up deprived, dirty and 

abandoned, which is very likely to encourage illegal activities. In short, where there is a 

perceived absence of government and institutional control, a higher possibility for 

unpunished crime arises. Dilapidated and abandoned places tend to attract petty drug 

dealers, or people trading in stolen goods, until they become completely dominated by 



crime. With this in mind, Peñalosa’s effort to regain public spaces and to improve facilities 

of public benefit was a further and substantial attempt to improve citizen and coexistence. 

 

The administration “Bogotá Free of Indifference – A Social Initiative against Poverty and 

Exclusion (2004-2007)” of Mayor Luis Eduardo Garzón, in addition to taking forward the 

Sacred Life program, environmental improvements, etc., focused on a number of security-

related issues. Investment in social initiatives was reinforced as an indispensable element of 

prevention. Great efforts were put into the development of district security program on the 

ground. For this purpose, the local security management group (G-10) was created. Female 

mayors were encouraged (Luis Eduardo Garzón appointed twenty women as leaders of 

twenty districts of Bogotá) as the first police authority, regulation of Local Security 

Advisories, including bodies providing an overview and better integrated ways of resolving 

security issues, and implementation of local security plans. This administration also 

encouraged joint responsibility and self-regulation as fundamental elements in the 

construction of citizen security. This was done by signing Security and Coexistence Pacts, 

which consist of voluntary agreements between the public sector, the private sector and the 

communities. They specify the commitments of each participant and develop contacts 

between the public sector, the private sector and the communities. The objective is to 

ensure the implementation of joint initiatives and the effective resolution of issues affecting 

security and coexistence in specific sectors and districts. 

 

In connection with these ongoing progresses towards prevention-based citizen security, it is 

important to mention the administration of Samuel Moreno and the development plan 

“Bogotá, a Positive Place for a Better Life (2008-2011)”. This plan achieved some 

significant accomplishments, despite all political difficulties it faced, such as unpopularity 

and legal issues which even led to the suspension of the Mayor in the last months of its 

time in office. The plan managed to continue the ongoing voluntary disarmament policy in 

the city, to achieve a very significant reduction in violence in neighbourhoods and around 

the Football Stadium, and to develop integrated security zones to extend increased safety to 

outlying districts. This administration also successfully consolidated the Security and 

Coexistence Pacts initiative, encouraging citizens to see themselves as jointly responsible 

for security and coexistence in the city. Citizen sign and develop these agreements, and 

collaborate with local government institutions on reducing risk factors impacting on the 

commission of crime and the problems of coexistence in the city. It is also worth pointing 

out that, during this administration, protocols that guarantee the right to protest were 

developed through dialogue and cooperation. This became visible through student protests 

and the efforts of leaders and demonstrators to set up control mechanisms, enabling 

marches in public areas to proceed with considerably less violence and areas assault of 

public spaces.  

 



Lastly, there is the current administration “Human Bogotá (2012-2015)” of Mayor Gustavo 

Petro who, in August 2012, achieved the lowest homicide figures in 27 years. His 

development plan was geared towards reducing segregation, arranging the spaces around 

the water, and public protection at local level. It is based on a number of measures 

implemented since the first month of the administration which had direct impacts on 

security and coexistence. In his first month in office, he issued a disarmament order to be 

implemented by Brigade XIII, which is the relevant authority. He also undertook the 

controversial repeal of the lease contract from a private firm managing the Santa María 

Bullring, with the argument to protect “the rights of all forms of life”. 

 

There is no doubt that the challenges the present government is facing, with its three-

pronged approach, will impact directly on security and coexistence in the city. Improving 

the quality of life for citizens, and increasing the purchasing power of marginalized 

communities are necessary steps towards preventing crime and conflict in a diverse city 

with high levels of segregation. Ensuring that institutions and authorities work together for 

the benefit of citizens at local level, that they perform their duties without corruption, and 

in an efficient and effective way is fundamental to build trust and to construct a 

participative, robust and safe city which is open to the challenges of the 21
st
 century. 

 

To all these ongoing developments related to security and coexistence initiated by six 

district governments with different political and ideological profiles, we can add the fact 

that citizens have now adopted a new approach to these difficult and important themes. The 

progress made thus far in Bogotá is a sustainable and irreversible process, not only due to 

the quality of its political leaders, but also because we have a body of citizens and 

institutions, which, over time, have assimilated what they need to ensure its continuation, 

based on the notion of joint responsibility, by working continuously and in a coordinated 

fashion to make this city increasingly safe and a better place to live in. 
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